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The world of hair extensions has been revolutionized with the introduction of new technology for
fine, sophisticated tastes. With an improved hair quality selection for hair extensions, the best
salons have created a new way of attaching hair extensions that is comfortable, natural looking, and
beautiful.

Clip-Ins

Clip-in hair extensions have a long-standing record in history. Since the first days of wigs and
hairpieces in ancient Egypt, clip-in technology has been improving steadily, leading up to the
revolutionary and custom-made clip-in hair extensions created by the latest market leaders. The
best are all hand-made and crafted with the highest quality Russian and European hair, which
makes for the most natural-looking hair extensions.

Clip-In Lifespan

Clip-ins can last for months, and if they are gently washed and worn with care they can even last for
years. This makes clip-ins one of the most accessible methods of hair extensions available.
Because they are made of high-quality hair, they act like natural hair, allowing for easy blending and
avoiding the messy tangles caused by coarse, cheap commercial hair. Each clip-in is hand-crafted
and matched to each client personally so that the hair extensions match perfectly with both hair
colour and style. A small rubber-coated bar keeps the clip-in in place, which removes the risk of hair
loss or damage because of a metal clip. The big advantage of clip-ins, is that they can be put in and
taken out as you wish, often many times over their life-time.

Micro Rings

Using this method, extensions can be so well blended into a womanâ€™s natural hair that they are
almost undetectable. Micro rings are small metal rings that are first matched to your hair colour and
then attached to your natural hair. There is no glue, bonding, or braiding involved, which allows the
bulky uncomfortable look of other extensions to be completely bypassed. Micro rings last between
three and four months before they need adjustment and the process is painless. On the fourth
month, maintenance must be applied to the micro rings, but if the client has taken good care of her
hair, the tips can be re-bonded and the extensions can reused.

Micro Ringlets

A new concept entirely, and only available at certain top hair extension salons, the micro ringlet is a
smaller and lighter version of the traditional micro ring. Because of this relative compactness, micro
ringlets can be applied to hair in places where other types of extensions won't work. Unlike other
extensions, micro rings and micro ringlets do not cause the same damage to hair that gluing or
braiding does. Other types of extensions may pull hair, causing it to stretch and break. With micro
rings, this is not a problem, and the threat of hair damage is nullified.

These innovative twists to traditional hair extensions are just another reason why not all hair
extension salons are equal. Clip-ins and micro rings create new, undetectable ways to make hair
beautiful and natural looking. With a keen eye for details and a deep knowledge of who the client is
and what she wants, the best of the salons will directly interact with a client and recommend one of
these new hair extension technologies.
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Tatiana Karelina - About Author:
Tatiana Hair Extensions have conceived a brand-new concept in hair extensions: a micro rings. By
employing the use of these small copper rings, uniquely coloured to match a client's exact hair
colour, extensions can be attached to appear almost undetectable to the human eye. This technique
creates a beautiful extensions that blend in with natural hair.
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